
 

 

LIVE ANCHORAGE 

 

Live anchorage (also called Proactive anchors) are used to later stressing in pre-stressed 
concrete beams. Anchorage is responsible for transmitting force from pre-stressed steel 
reinforcement to concrete to create compression stress in concrete. Wedge is used only once, 
along with the entire anchor body buried in concrete after pulling. There are many types of 
anchors suitable for each reinforcement and tensioner used 

Square Trumpet anchorage 

 Is pre-stressed anchors with square trumpet, round anchor head with 01 strand or 
more, used for post-tensioning structures subjected to large loads such as traffic works 
, Civil, Irrigation, Public works. 

 Set of anchorage consists of: Anchor head, Wedge, square trumpet (bearing plate) 
and reinforced steel (spiral reinforcement), in accordance with the standards TCVN 
10568: 2017, BS EN 13391, BS 4447, ACI-318, FIP ... 

 

 

Round trumpet anchorage 

 Is pre-stressed anchors with round trumpet, round anchor head with 01 strand or more, 
used for post-tensioning structures subjected to large loads such as traffic works, Civil, 
Irrigation, Public works. 



 

 

 Set of anchorage consists of: Anchor head, Wedge, square trumpet (bearing plate) 
and reinforced steel (spiral reinforcement), in accordance with the standards TCVN 
10568: 2017, BS EN 13391, BS 4447, ACI-318, FIP ... 

 

 
Flat Anchorage: 

 The type of anchorage with flat trumpet, from 02 to 05 strands of cables 12.7, 15.24 
and 15.7mm, used in constructions with structural dimensions with thin rib thickness 
such as the structure of post-tensioning decks, bridge decks, etc., which increases the 
capacity to withstand heavy loads and large spans. 

 Set of anchorage consists of: Flat Anchor head, Wedge, trumpet (bearing plate) and 
reinforced steel (spiral reinforcement), in accordance with the standards TCVN 10568: 
2017, BS EN 13391, BS 4447, ACI-318, FIP ... Wedge Anchor head    3. Trumpet   4. 
Cable   5. Protection cover 



 

 

 
1. Wedge Anchor head    3. Trumpet   4. Cable   5. Protection cover 


